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While proponents of the semantic web have long pointed to pharmaceutical R&D as a prime
testing ground for the technology because it promises to ease the industry's perpetual
data-integration challenges, critics have been quick to note the dearth of success stories from
companies that have adopted the approach.

But talks at last week's Conference on Semantics in Healthcare and Life Sciences, organized by the
International Society for Computational Biology, indicated that early pharma adopters of the
semantic web are beginning to see a payoff from the technology.

At the meeting, which took place in Cambridge, Mass., scientists from Pfizer, Merck, Novartis, Eli
Lilly, and elsewhere presented a number of projects intended to leverage the semantic web to
automatically access and analyze data currently held in a variety of non-interoperable silos.

Eric Neumann, director of the consulting firm Clinical Semantics Group and chair of the C-SHALS
conference committee, said that there were definite signs of progress at the meeting. Unlike the first
C-SHALS, held last year, participants this year showed "actual implementations," he said, though
he acknowledged that "for the most part, these are small projects still — proof of concepts,
prototypes, sandboxes."

Vijay Bulusu, program manager of business integration, development, and medical informatics at
Pfizer Global Research and Development told BioInform that senior management in pharma still
views the semantic web as "five or 10 years out," and acknowledged that "actual examples" were
still relatively sparse at the conference. However, he noted that applications are emerging for the
technology, which represents a shift from several years ago when discussions about the semantic
web were completely theoretical. "To me, that is the biggest change I have seen," he said.

"I found it heartening that several companies are starting to make progress with semantic web
technologies," William Hayes, Biogen-Idec's Director of Library & Literature Informatics told
BioInform in an e-mail after the conference.

Semantically Speaking

During the meeting, representatives from several pharmaceutical firms provided an overview of how
they are using semantic web approaches to integrate and manage data.

For example, Therese Vachon, head of text mining services at Novartis in Basel, Switzerland,
described a system that enables "smart search" of research data using semantic technologies.
Drawing various types of biological data from different assays, along with chemical data, and
information drawn from the scientific literature, she and her colleagues developed a "concept
translational engine" for Novartis' assay data that integrated public and private data.

Meanwhile, Jaime Melendez, senior system analyst in Merck's Technology Innovation Group at
Westpoint, Penn., said in his presentation that semantic technologies offer a number of advantages
for pharma informatics teams. In particular, he cited the availability of open source tools and the fact
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that output from the semantic web's data model, called Resource Description Framework, or RDF, is
not vendor-specific.

Melendez presented a 10-week proof-of-concept project using semantic technologies to create a
"concept-aware" search capability spanning multiple information sources of both structured and
unstructured data. While the implementation was successful, he said that it "was not quite
enterprise-ready."

Ted Slater, bioinformatician and senior manager at Pfizer Worldwide Technologies in St. Louis and
co-organizer of the conference, told BioInform that the 10-week timeframe for Merck's project is
"blindingly fast" for a pharmaceutical firm. Because semantic web technologies are standards-
based, "you can put together things way faster and way cheaper than you could ever do" with
standard development tools, he said.

In addition to RDF, the semantic web toolkit includes Universal Resource Identifiers, or URIs, which
serve as "the glue" that can fit together different types of data, Neumann said. Other tools include
OWL, the Web Ontology Language; the query language SPARQL; and a variety of tools used to
build semantic web applications, such as Jena, a computational environment with application
interfaces for RDF and OWL and a SPARQL query engine that helps link a semantic web handler to
a backend database.

RDF may not be the "perfect" knowledge representation but it works "pretty darn well" and is the
"agreed-upon standard," Slater said. The abstraction this standard provides, he said, enables a
schema that can easily integrate new data types on the fly, he said.

"We have talked about data integration forever," Slater said, noting that he's confident that semantic
technologies can help address this problem. All the speakers at the conference were "talking about
different aspects of the same problem," which comes down to representing data correctly "so we
can reason over it," he said.

At Pfizer he and his colleagues have been developing a "knowledge engineering" system based on
semantic technologies and ontologies to enable automatic reasoning. "I can put in literally any
information in that [system] without changing the schema, ever," he said.

"If we've got the name, 'gene A,' we know that thing's a gene, it has a nucleic acid sequence, it
belongs to a certain species, is expressed in a certain tissue," which enables decisions based on
that comprehensive representation, he said.

Being able to query data is "not enough" for the large data sets generated by high-throughput
technologies, Slater said, adding that semantic web technology can be used both to query and
reason over the data.

"Most of what we are doing, we do with open-source software," he said, citing Cytoscape and Jena
as examples. "It didn't cost us much."

Slater and his colleagues developed a type-2 diabetes ontology as well as other ontologies to
support the system. "Basically it is a triple store, with OWL ontologies over that, Jena on top of that,
and Web services cover all of it so we can make calls into the Web services and get our data back,"
he said. The stack has a visualization layer and a dashboard listing the knowledge bases within
Pfizer, which lets users create their own knowledgebases pointed to their own ontologies.

As an example, Slater said, microarray data captured in MIAME format can be used to create an
OWL ontology, which, once integrated into the Pfizer system, would become a knowledge base.
This gives users in Pfizer a kind of "micro-LIMS" for every microarray experiment. Every gene in that
experiment is then "hooked up with everything else Pfizer knows about that gene," he said,
"eliminating data silos and data tombs."

Other pharmas are applying semantic technology for different applications. For example, Ranga
Chandra Gudivara, biomedical informatics scientist in discovery informatics at Eli Lilly, described
how he and his colleagues are building a platform called Pharmaceutical Competitive Landscape to
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monitor competitors and help the company make business decisions based on varied data inputs
from multiple sources.

The platform focus is in the area of endocrine research and drug discovery and the Lilly team
developed an ontology to allow for complex querying and reasoning over the data.

The system uses a range of tools, including Jena, the Protégé ontology editor, and natural
language processing. Although he said there were "some problems mapping the raw intelligence to
ontologies," he said that semantic integration with "instance mapping using NLP" coupled with an
RDF data model was "successful in answering questions in competitive intelligence."

As an example, he said that one such query might be, "Which companies have drugs in Phase 2 to
treat obesity?" He announced he and his colleagues will be offering further details in a forthcoming
paper.

Other life science semantic web projects discussed during the meeting included the High Risk
Plaque Initiative, a collaboration between BG Medicine, Abbott, AstraZeneca, Merck, Philips, and
Takeda that aims to link patient information, clinical chemistry, and cardiovascular imaging data with
semantic web technologies; and SWAN, or Semantic Web Applications in Neuromedicine, a project
led by the Massachusetts General Hospital Institute for Neurodegenerative Disease and the
Alzheimer Research Forum.

Sharing the Wealth

In a keynote presentation, Clark Golestani, vice president of information technology at Merck
Research Laboratories, said that given looming patent expirations and dwindling pipelines, there is
increasing pressure on drug-makers to improve efficiencies. Semantic technologies, he said,
promise to meet that need by helping researchers reach novel insights from large volumes of data.

Golestani said that Merck is working with Cambridge Semantics, a Boston-based semantic
technology startup, to improve its ability to share data with external partners. Cambridge Semantics
has created a semantic engine called Anzo that automatically converts data to meet W3C semantic
standards so that it can be published on the semantic web.

Replicating data from partners and organizing data exchange — often in the form of Excel
spreadsheets — is "a costly and time-consuming process," Golestani said, noting that
enterprise-level semantic solutions are needed.

Together with Cambridge Semantics, Merck completed a proof-of-concept with Anzo for Excel and
Anzo Data Collaboration Server software. As Golestani said, Merck and its research partners found
they "could manage the ontology, easily and effectively, [and] upload that data effectively."

Lee Feigenbaum, co-founder of Cambridge Semantics, explained to BioInform the project was set
up to "lower the barrier to entry for setting up new collaborations with external research partners."
The idea was to do away with the method of exchanging spreadsheets with external research
teams, for which Merck researchers manually copied and pasted assay results into an application
that uploaded the data to an assay data database.

With Anzo for Excel and "the flexibility and power of semantic web standards," external researchers
could directly upload their results into Merck's database from arbitrary spreadsheet layouts, thereby
facilitating easier collaboration and reducing cycle time.

The project, Golestani said in his presentation, is an example of the "pragmatic uses that I'd
encourage the semantic web audience to think through and apply."

Biogen-Idec's Hayes agreed that data sharing and data exchange are hurdles for many
pharmaceutical firms. IT and informatics teams have "have nearly completely failed our
organizations in the areas of offering quick, short data analysis and web-enabling/sharing [of] small
databases," he said.
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Hayes cited Cambridge Semantics' Anzo as a tool with "huge potential for bringing to the light all of
the shadow IT databases," such as Excel spreadsheets "lurking on people's desktops."

Anzo "appears to be able to roundtrip data from Excel to an RDF knowledgebase and back again
and present that data on the web via various browser applications" Hayes said. Information in a
spreadsheet can be synched with the RDF store so another scientist could take a different slice of
that data for analysis and edit the data in the spreadsheet, all in a "controlled, permissioned,
versioned" fashion.

"This takes spreadsheets from a very un-collaborative model to a collaborative workflow," Hayes
said.

Pfizer's Bulusu also cited the increased necessity to share data as a possible driver for the adoption
of semantic technologies. In biotech and pharma, "increasingly you are working with multiple
partners, outsourcing, insourcing" and real-time analysis of information to make decisions is
paramount, he said.

Seeking a Killer App

Bulusu is a member of the World Wide Web Consortium's Semantic Web Health Care and Life
Sciences Interest Group, which aims to support the progress of semantic web applications in life
science research, translational medicine, and healthcare.

Showing how these technologies are solving problems will entice others to adopt a similar
approach, he said. "That is where we need to do a lot more work, working with the W3C, working
with out industry partners," Bulusu said.

W3C-HCLSIG recently launched the Linking Open Drug Data Cloud project in an effort to
demonstrate the value of linking drug discovery information semantically. The project has published
four drug-related data sets to date.

Feigenbaum said that applications will be necessary to popularize the semantic web. One example
of a useful application, he noted, would be a relational database that can be made to look like RDF
so that it can be queried with the SPARQL query language. Scientists working with semantic web
tools don't need to see SPARQL queries just as researchers working with relational databases don't
need to see SQL, he said.

Feigenbaum, who serves as vice president of technology and standards at Cambridge Semantics,
was formerly an engineer in IBM's Advanced Internet Technology Group. He led the design of
SPARQL as chair of the W3C's RDF Data Access Working Group.

Over the past year, the life science community has been the quickest to adopt SPARQL, he said,
noting that "life sciences have always been, for all Semantic Web, early adopters of the
technologies."

The semantic web offers an alternative to relational technologies, which pose problems when
migrating databases, Feigenbaum said. With relational tools, "you were locking yourself in a box,"
since all the required information had to be defined ahead of time, making the system unable to
cope with new data types, he said.

Nevertheless, he admitted that convincing biotech and pharma of the benefits of the semantic web
will still take some time, pointing out that relational technology has 30 years of optimization under its
belt.

In the late 1990s, Neumann said, semantic web technologies lacked industry backing because
vendors and customers believed that most problems could be solved with XML. It turned out,
however, that integrating as few as three XML data types — such as for genes, expression data,
and pathways — was "a big problem." Now, Neumann said, with money tight there is more
openness to explore new technologies. "We are welcoming the vendors to help support it."
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While RDF and XML both promote interoperability, "scalability is the issue" with XML, Pfizer's
Bulusu said. High-throughput results can be stored in XML "but you can't share it," since a schema
must be included for scientists to interpret the XML data. "That's the beauty of RDF: you don't need
necessarily to refer to another schema to understand an RDF document."

Selective Adaptation

In a presentation at the conference, Tim Berners-Lee, director of the W3C and head of the
Decentralized Information Group at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, noted that the web is
currently a data repository for huge amounts of genomic data, but much of it is in non-machine
accessible containers such as a relational databases. Using semantic web standards, scientists
might be empowered to find data, even within their own company, that they might not have known
existed, he said.

To adopt semantic web technology, scientists need to just adapt, not dismantle, their databases,
Berners-Lee said. This adaptation is "the biggest unmet need" and an area with opportunities for
commercial vendors developing tools, he said.

Berners-Lee added that scientists needn't and shouldn’t change the way they manage data, but
should take stock of what they have and put in "SPARQL entry points" and if necessary create an
ontology for their data.

In late January, Berners-Lee said, the W3C's RDB2RDF Incubator Group issued a report that
recommended a new W3C working group that would standardize a language for mapping relational
database schemas into RDF and OWL and thus make them "published easily and conveniently on
the Web."

He called out to the life science community to participate in this effort, noting that the semantic web
will allow scientists to ask questions "we have never been able to ask before."
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